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(OR = 6.01), nonwhite race (OR = 1.06), and divorced marital status (versus never married)

(OR = 1.07) were associated with a higher likelihood of autopsy. Death in an MSA (OR = 0.69),

residence in the county of death (OR = 0.72), married (OR = 0.90) or widowed (OR = 0.84)

marital status, female gender (OR = 0.95), and year (OR = 0.97 for one-year increment) were

associated with a lower likelihood of autopsy.

CONCLUSION: In parallel with national trends, autopsy rates in North Carolina have

declined substantially over the past three decades. This important quality control measure is

likely underused, especially for the elderly and decedents in nursing and rest homes.

AUTOPSY IN HIV DISEASE: DECLINING RATES IN NORTH CAROLINA 1987±2000.

J. Joines1; 1University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Internal Medicine Program,

Moses Cone Hospital, Greensboro, NC (Tracking ID #77047)

BACKGROUND: Autopsy rates in general have declined in recent years, despite evidence that

valuable information is often found at autopsy when HIV disease is the underlying cause of

death. In this study, autopsy rates and correlates of autopsy were examined for North Carolina

adults who died of HIV disease during the period 1987 to 2000.

METHODS: Autopsy rates were examined using anonymous statewide mortality file data for

NC decedents age 18 years and older who died of HIV disease between 1987 and 2000.

Multiple logistic regression analysis was used to model predictors of autopsy including age, sex,

race, marital status, place of death, death in a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), death in the

county of residence, year of death, and type of certifier. Adjusted odds ratios from this model

are shown below.

RESULTS: Autopsy rates for those who died of HIV disease declined from 20.1% in 1987 to

2.8% in the year 2000. Corresponding rates for those who died of underlying causes other than

HIV were initially lower at 9.4% in 1987, but by 1991 exceeded the autopsy rate for those who

died of HIV disease (8.4% vs 8.1%), and remained higher throughout the decade (5.9% vs

2.8% in 2000). In the multiple logistic regression model, certification by a medical examiner or

coroner was the strongest predictor of autopsy (OR = 26.0). Compared to those who died at

home, decedents in general hospitals (OR = 3.79) and other institutions (OR = 2.42) were more

likely to undergo autopsy. Female gender was associated with a higher likelihood of autopsy

(OR = 1.37). Decedents age 45 years and older were less likely to undergo autopsy (OR = 0.67)

than those age 18 to 34 years. Death in an MSA (OR = 0.49), death in the county of residence

(OR = 0.41), and year (OR = 0.85 for one year increment) were associated with a lower

likelihood of autopsy.

CONCLUSION: Autopsy rates for those who died from HIV disease in North Carolina

declined substantially from 1987 to 2000. This raises the concern that potentially treatable

conditions which contribute to mortality may increasingly go unrecognized in patients with

HIV disease.

IDENTIFICATION OF ADVERSE DRUG EVENTS AND MEDICATION ERRORS: POOR

AGREEMENT BETWEEN CHART REVIEW AND PHYSICIAN, NURSE, AND PATIENT

REPORT. P. Kaboli1, C. Jaipaul1, W. Barry1, J. Bennett2, B. Mutnick2, E. Jones1,

G. Rosenthal1; 1Iowa City VAMC and University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; 2University of

Iowa, Iowa City, IA (Tracking ID #76790)

BACKGROUND: The reported percentage of hospital patients who experience an adverse

drug event (ADE) or medication error (ME) varies considerably. Differences between studies

may reflect the lack of an acceptable gold standard for determining the rate of events. The

purpose of our study was to compare rates of ADEs, potential ADEs (PADEs), and MEs using

multiple reporting methods.

METHODS: We conducted a prospective cohort study of 133 consecutive admissions to a

general internal medicine ward over an 8-week period and evaluated patients for ADEs,

PADEs, and MEs. Four reporting strategies were employed: physician (MD) report, nurse

(RN) report, patient interview, and chart review. Three physicians and two pharmacists

adjudicated all events to determine type and severity by consensus.

RESULTS: 54% of study patients were male with a mean age of 54 years and mean length of

stay of 7.9 days. 106 events were identified in 60 (45%) different patients, of which 37 were

ADEs, 41 were PADEs, and 28 were MEs. Of the 106 events, 53% were identified by chart

review only, 8% by RN report only, 9% by MD report only, and 11% by patient report only.

Only 19% were identified by more than one method, and no events were identified by all four

methods. Agreement was generally low between chart review and the three other reporting

strategies, with only a 29% concordance with MD report, 26% with RN report, and 26% with

patient report. Kappa values for the agreement between chart review and the other three

methods were all less than zero (ÿ0.14 with MD, ÿ0.15 with RN, ÿ0.18 with patients). Of the

37 ADEs, only 6 (16%) were due to a medication error and only 10 (27%) were preventable. Of

the five ADEs considered life threatening, all were preventable, and all were reported in the

chart. However, only two were reported by RNs, two by MDs, and only 1 by a patient. Two

involved narcotics, one an anticoagulant, one potassium, and one a hypoglycemic. In addition,

only 8 of the 106 events were reported to the voluntary hospital reporting system.

CONCLUSION: These results demonstrate that agreement between individual methods of

ADE/ME reporting is very poor and that alternative methods may be complementary to help

identify events. The findings have important implications for the development of ADE/ME

surveillance systems, the design of interventions to decrease event rates, and future research

protocols in medication related errors and adverse events.

LINKING STRUCTURE, PROCESS, AND OUTCOMES FOR HYPERTENSION.

K.L. Kahn1, C.L. Damberg2, J.L. Adams3, W.P. Chen1, D.M. Tisnado1, C.M. Mangione1,

H. Liu1; 1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; 2PBGH, San Francisco, CA; 3RAND, Santa Monica, CA

(Tracking ID #76811)

BACKGROUND: Donabedian's classic quality of care model motivates optimal structure and

processes by assuming outcomes (OCs) are functions of process, which can be manipulated by

variations in structure. The complex relationships between burden of illness, use, and process

have rarely allowed researchers to elucidate a structure-process-OC relationship using

observational data in the ambulatory setting. Analyses demonstrating improved OC (i.e., BP)

as a function of structure and process (i.e., evaluation, monitoring, and treatment of

hypertension (HYP) might motivate organizations (orgs) and providers to improve care.

METHODS: We merged 1996 and 1998 patient (pt) self-report data (n = 1028 managed care

pts) and clinically detailed, 30-month long medical (med) record data with surveys of med

directors regarding structure of care. We defined the intensity of clinical structure by

availability of nurses, paraprofessionals, and systems to assist with systematic evaluation of and

intervention for BP, its risk factors, and complications. We defined process from 1996±8 as

adherence to evidence based clinical measures pertinent to BP control using the med record as

a data source. We studied the intensity of interventions aimed at optimizing exercise, weight,

nutrition, medications, and follow-up. We defined the dependent variable as elevated mean of

the last 3 BP values in 1998 (i.e, systolic >140 or diastolic >90). We used OLS and logistic

regression to respectively model process, and then BP control adjusted with Huber methods

for clustering of pts w/in med orgs. The prediction of process and BP were each adjusted for pt

demographic and comorbid characteristics, receipt of care within a MG or IPA, and corporate

structure to facilitate pt and provider management of BP. Process was included in the model

predicting BP.

RESULTS: After adjustment for pt characteristics, more intense org structure trended toward

better process (p = .06). After adjustment for pt characteristics and structure, better process is

associated with better BP control (p < .005). Compared with pts with best process, the OR for

progressively worse process (defined as quartiles) is 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5. Results were confirmed

using a propensity score model.

CONCLUSION: Efforts by orgs and providers to deliver interventions known to be associated

with better BP control in randomized trials are associated with better BP control in a large 3-

state sample of managed care pts. Knowing that structure and better process are associated with

improved pt OCs (i.e., better BP control), can motivate orgs to design structures, and providers

to identify methods to optimize processes that ultimately could have a big effect on national

rates of MI, stroke, and renal failure.

THE IMPACT OF CONCURRENT DYSLIPIDEMIA AND DIABETES ON HYPERTENSION

MANAGEMENTAND GOAL ATTAINMENT. D. Pettitt1, A.J. Karter2, T.Y. Peng2, A. Arnold1,

J.V. Selby2; 1Pfizer Outcomes Research, New York, NY; 2Kaiser Permanente of Northern

California, Oakland, CA (Tracking ID #76932)

BACKGROUND: Hypertension (HT), dyslipidemia (DL), and diabetes (DM) are strong

predictors of cardiovascular disease, and often co-occur. We examined HT management and

subsequent systolic blood pressure (SBP) goal attainment in individuals with concurrent HT,

DL and DM.

METHODS: We measured SBP goal attainment and the number of antihypertensive therapy

(AHT) classes used in the 2.1 million members, age 20 yrs+, of Kaiser Permanente Northern

California during the 18 months prior to Dec. 31, 2001. Disease was defined using diagnosis

codes, current treatment, or elevated blood pressure or lab values, using JNC-VI and ATP-III

risk-based cutoffs. DM was identified from the health plan's DM registry (sensitivity >98%).

RESULTS: Thirty-five percent of non-diabetic HT/DL patients were at SBP goal, compared

with 25% of those with DM,although this is likely partially attributable to lower JNC-VI

cutpoints applied to diabetic patients. HTN patients with either DL or DM were more likely

to receive AHT therapy and utilize multiple medication groups.

CONCLUSION: Hypertensive patients with comorbid DL and/or DM are more likely to

receive therapy and multiple classes of drugs than patients with HT alone. Despite this, goal

attainment is poor for patients with concurrent DL or DM.

Goal attainment and utilization of hypertensive medication
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SPECIALTY OF ADMITTING PHYSICIAN AND OUTCOMES OF CARE IN

HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE ACI. D.A. Katz1, T. Aufderheide2,

M. Bogner1, P.R. Rahko1, H.P. Selker3; 1University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI;
2Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI; 3Tufts-New New England Medical Center,

Boston, MA (Tracking ID #77044)

BACKGROUND: Recent studies have demonstrated that elderly patients with acute

myocardial infarction who receive outpatient management by a cardiologist have lower

mortality and are more likely to receive recommended treatment, compared to similar patients

who receive outpatient generalist care. The aim of this study is to determine whether patients

admitted with possible acute cardiac ischemia (ACI) show differences in treatment and

outcome across specialty of admitting physician.

METHODS: As part of a before-after trial of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

(AHRQ) Unstable Angina guideline, we enrolled 273 consecutive emergency department

patients (ED pts) who were admitted with symptoms of ACI to a University hospital. Pts' ED

evaluation included 12-lead ECG and pertinent history. Adverse events, in-hospital treatment,

and follow-up care were assessed by 30-day telephone interview and chart review. We used a
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